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Information 
 

Title: Knight And Day  – 06th August 2010 (United Kingdom)                                                                                                       

Publication:  
Origin: United States   
Release date: United States – 23rd June 2010 

AKA: Also Known As: All New Enemies  

Genres: Action, Adventure, Comedy 

Classification: 12A 

Disc Nos. 1 

Duration: 1hr 49m   

Region Code:                                                                                               

Region:  

Product Code:  

MPN: 

EAN:  

UPC:  

Languages: English,  

Filming locations: Salzburg, Austria 

Sound mix: Dolby Digital, DTSt, Dolby Surround 7.1  

Colour – Colour 

Aspect Ratio: 2.39:1 
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Title: Knight And Day 

 

Storyline  
Returning home to Boston from buying car parts in Wichita, June Havens (Cameron Diaz) collides with Roy Miller 
(Tom Cruise) at the airport, twice, and is bumped to a later flight. CIA Agent John Fitzgerald (Peter Sarsgaard), 
believing June is working with Roy, puts her back on the plane. While she is in the plane restroom, Roy subdues the 
passengers and flight crew, agents sent by Fitzgerald, and crash-lands the plane in a cornfield. Drugging the shocked 
June, he warns that agents will come after her. 
 
Waking at home, June prepares for her sister April's (Maggie Grace) wedding, and learns she wants to sell their 
father's 1966 Pontiac GTO tri-power, which June had planned to restore as a wedding gift. She is picked up by 
Fitzgerald and his agents. Roy appears, kills numerous agents in a highway chase and rescues her. She flees to her 
ex-boyfriend Rodney (Marc Blucas), a firefighter, before Roy arrives and pretends to take June hostage, shooting 
Rodney in the process. 
 
Roy convinces June she is safer with him, and reveals that he has the Zephyr, a perpetual energy battery; he had 
been assigned to guard its inventor, Simon Feck (Paul Dano), until Fitzgerald tried to steal the battery, framing Roy. In 
Brooklyn, June and Roy discover Feck has gone into hiding but left Roy a clue that he is in the Alps. They are attacked 
by henchmen sent by Spanish arms dealer Antonio Quintana (Jordi Mollà). 
 
Drugged again, June drifts in and out of consciousness as they are captured and then escape to Roy's off-the-grid 
island. Accepting a call from her sister, June accidentally leads Quintana's men to the hideaway. Escaping Quintana's 
unmanned aerial assault vehicle in a helicopter, Roy knocks June out to circumvent her fear of flying in the tiny 
helicopter. 
 
June wakes up aboard a train in Austria, where Roy has reunited with Simon, and they manage to kill Bernhard (Falk 
Hentschel), an assassin hired by Quintana. After checking into a hotel in Salzburg, June follows Roy to a meeting with 
Naomi, Quintana's henchwoman, where he offers to sell the Zephyr. 
 
Fitzgerald and CIA Director Isabel George (Viola Davis) find June and reveal Roy used her at the airport to smuggle 
the Zephyr past security. Heartbroken, June leads them to the hotel. Fleeing across the rooftops, Roy is shot and falls 
into the river with the Zephyr. Simon is kidnapped from CIA custody by Fitzgerald, the real traitor, to be delivered to 
Quintana in Spain. 
 
Returning home, June attends her sister's wedding, and visits an address Roy had been monitoring, where she meets 
his parents and learns his real name is Matthew Knight. They believe their son, an Army sergeant and Eagle Scout, 
was killed in action, and have won various lotteries and sweepstakes they do not remember entering. Leaving a 
message on her own answering machine declaring she has the Zephyr, June is taken by Quintana's men to Seville. 
 
Drugged with a prototype truth serum, June explains that Roy's deal with Quintana was meant to alert the CIA so June 
would be returned home safely in time for the wedding. Roy tracks Fitzgerald, rescues June, and leads Quintana and 
his men on a car chase. Quintana is killed by a bull stampede, and Roy trades Fitzgerald the Zephyr for Simon. 
Fitzgerald shoots at Simon anyway, but Roy takes the bullet. Right after Simon reveals that the battery is unstable it 
explodes, killing Fitzgerald. 
 
Roy is hospitalized in Washington, D.C., where George tells him June has moved on, and welcomes him back to the 
CIA; however, George's coded language reveals that he will be killed. June, disguised as a nurse, drugs Roy and 
breaks him out of the hospital. Waking up in the rebuilt GTO, Roy and June drive toward Cape Horn, and his parents 
unexpectedly receive their own tickets there. 
 
Quick Storyline: Looking forward to attending her sister April's wedding, the commitment-shy tomboy and classic 
cars aficionado, June Havens, catches a plane to Boston. Then, out of the blue, she crosses paths with the handsome 
and charming stranger with the killer sense of humour, Roy Miller, and just like that, June's life will never be the same 
again. Now, as the dashing man of intrigue plunges June into an excitingly risky world of high-speed car chases, 
deadly man-to-man fights, and lethal stray bullets, dangerous, no-nonsense adversaries are after the mismatched duo, 
hell-bent on retrieving a tiny state-of-the-art device that's worth millions. But, who's this Roy Miller guy? Is he truly one 
of the good guys? Above all, could he be the one? — Nick Riganas IMDb  
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Cast   
Tom Cruise as Roy Miller/Matthew Knight 
Cameron Diaz as June Havens 
Peter Sarsgaard as John Fitzgerald 
Jordi Mollà as Antonio Quintana 
Viola Davis as CIA Director Isabel George 
Paul Dano as Simon Feck 
Falk Hentschel as Bernhard 
Marc Blucas as Rodney 
Lennie Loftin as Braces 
Maggie Grace as April Havens 
Rich Manley as Danny 
Dale Dye as Frank Jenkins 
Celia Weston as Molly Knight 
Gal Gadot as Naomi 
Jack O'Connell as WilmerClifton Collins Jr. as Ross 
Bobby Cannavale as Jake Fernandez 
Patti LuPone as Ascension 
Carlos Carrasco as Norte 
Micah Hauptman as August Hardwicke 
Emma Booth as Claire 
Nick Nolte as Hurley 

 

  

Parental Guidance 
Certification 
 
Argentina:13  Australia:M  Brazil:14  Canada:PG (Ontario)  Canada:G (Québec, with warning)  Chile:TE  Czechia:12 (original rating)  
Denmark:11 (TV rating)  Egypt:Not Rated (self-applied)  Finland:K-16 (original rating)  Finland:K-12 (re-rating)  France:Tous publics  
Germany:12  Germany:12 (extended cut)  Greece:K-12  Hong Kong:IIB  India:UA  Indonesia:D (self-applied)  Indonesia:16+ (streaming 
rating)  Ireland:12A  Ireland:12 (DVD rating)  Israel:ALL  Italy:T  Japan:G  Malaysia:P13  Mexico:B  Netherlands:12  New Zealand:M  
Norway:12 (Amazon Prime self-rating)  Norway:15 (cinema rating)  Philippines:PG-13 (MTRCB)  Poland:12 (self-applied)  
Portugal:M/12  Russia:12+  Serbia:12  Singapore:PG  Singapore:PG13 (extended cut)  South Africa:13  South Korea:15  Spain:7 
(ICAA)  Sweden:11  Switzerland:10 (canton of Geneva)  Switzerland:10 (canton of Vaud)  Taiwan:PG-12  Thailand:13+ (self-applied)  
Turkey:18+ (self-applied)  United Kingdom:12A  United Kingdom:12 (DVD rating)  United States:PG-13 (certificate #46024)  United 
Arab Emirates:PG-15 (self-applied) 
 
Sex & Nudity – Mild, Violence & Gore- Moderate, Profanity- Mild, Alcohol, drugs & Smoking- Mild, Frightening & Intense Scenes 
- Mild 
 
 

 

 
MPAA - Rated PG-13 for sequences of action violence throughout, and brief strong language     
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